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Abstract

The approaches to deal with scheduling and load balancing on PC-based cluster systems are famous and well-known.
Self-scheduling schemes, which are suitable for parallel loops with independent iterations on cluster computer system, they
have been designed in the past. In this paper, we propose a new scheme that can adjust the scheduling parameter dynam-
ically on an extremely heterogeneous PC-based cluster and Grid computing environments in order to improve system per-
formance. A Grid computing environment consists of multiple PC-based clusters is constructed using Globus Toolkit and
MPICH-G2 middleware. The experimental results show that our scheduling can result in higher performance than other
similar schemes on Grid computing environments.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Grid computing, most simply stated, is distributed computing taken to the next evolutionary level. The goal
is to create the illusion of a simple yet large and powerful self-managing virtual computer out of a large col-
lection of connected heterogeneous systems sharing various combinations of resources. The standardization of
communications between heterogeneous systems created the Internet explosion. The emerging standardization
for sharing resources, along with the availability of higher bandwidth, are driving a possibly equally large evo-
lutionary step in Grid computing [1,3,7–11,13,14,17–19,21,22,25–27,30].

In exploiting the computing power of clustered computers, it is important to know how to assign parallel
loops to computers such that computer loads are well balanced. That is, understanding how to map various
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parts of parallel coding to computing resources in order to minimize overall computing time and make efficient
use of these resources. Loops often comprise a large portion of a program’s parallelism. An efficient approach
to minimizing application execution times is to concentrate on the parallelism available in the loops. A loop is
called a DOALL loop if there is no cross-iteration dependence in the loop, i.e., all the loop iterations can be
executed in parallel. If all iterations of a DOALL loop are distributed among system processors evenly, a high
degree of parallelism can be exploited. Parallel loop scheduling is a method for scheduling DOALL loops
evenly across multiprocessor systems [2,4–6,12,16,20,23,24,28,29,31,32].

If loop iterations are distributed to different processors as evenly as possible, the parallelism within loop
iterations can be efficiently exploited. Loops can be roughly divided into four kinds, uniform workload,
increasing workload, decreasing workload, and random workload loops, as shown in Fig. 1. These are the
most commonly found in computer programs, and should cover most loop parallelism cases.

In relatively homogeneous cases, workloads can be partitioned proportionally to working computer
nodes according to respective computing power, but this method will not work in relatively heterogeneous
cases. A method for solving parallel loop scheduling problems in heterogeneous cluster environments using
a-based self-scheduling schemes was introduced in [32,34,35]. The self-scheduling scheme works well in mod-
erately heterogeneous and extremely heterogeneous environments. Quite large performance differences may
also be noted between the fastest and slowest computers. After each round of executions is finished, run-
time information report is provided to the algorithm in order to improve performance of the next task
submission.

In this paper, we revise known loop self-scheduling schemes to fit Grid computing environments [33]. The
HINT Performance Analyzer [15] is used to determine whether target systems are relatively homogeneous or
relatively heterogeneous. We then partition loop iterations into four classes, based on typical cluster system
cases to achieve good performance in any given computing environment.

Internet computing and Grid technologies promise to change the way we tackle complex problems.
They will enable large-scale aggregation and sharing of computational, data and other resources across
institutional boundaries. And harnessing these new technologies effectively will transform scientific disci-
plines ranging from high-energy physics to the life sciences. In this paper, a Grid computing environment
is proposed and constructed on multiple PC clusters by using Globus Toolkit (GT) [30] and SUN Grid
Engine (SGE) [26]. The experimental results are also conducted by using the matrix multiplication to dem-
onstrate the performance. On the other hand, the approaches to deal with scheduling and load balancing
on multiple heterogeneous PC clusters computer system are not mature. Self-scheduling schemes which are
suitable for parallel loops with independent iterations on heterogeneous cluster computer system have been
designed in the past. However, these schemes, such as FSS, GSS and TSS, can not achieve load balancing
Fig. 1. Four types of loop.
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in extremely heterogeneous environment. We propose a heuristic approach based upon a-based self-sched-
uling scheme to solve parallel regular loop scheduling problem on an extremely heterogeneous Grid com-
puting environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce several typical and well-
known self-scheduling schemes, and a famous benchmark used to analyze computer system performance.
Our methodology is described in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results are presented, and in Section
5 we give conclusions and future work.

2. Background review

2.1. Parallel loop self-scheduling

Parallel loop scheduling decisions in a parallel processing system can be made in two ways: statically at
compile-time, and dynamically at run-time.

Static scheduling is usually applied when iterations are uniformly distributed among processors [4–6]. It has
the drawback of creating load imbalances when:

• loop styles are not uniformly distributed,
• loop bounds cannot be known at compile-time,
• when the system is heterogeneous, and
• when locality management cannot be exercised.

Dynamic scheduling is more appropriate for load balancing; however, run-time overhead must be taken
into consideration. Parallelizing compilers generally distribute loop iterations using only one scheduling algo-
rithm type, static or dynamic.

Dynamic scheduling adjusts schedules during execution and is especially suitable when the number of iter-
ations is uncertain and when each iteration takes a different amount of time. Although it is more suitable for
load balancing between processors, its run-time overhead is costly.

Master/slave computation patterns are used to model problems, i.e., the master coordinates data distribu-
tion to slaves, which perform computations and transmit the results back to the master. The master is not
responsible for workloads and idle-slave requests for new loop iterations, and no communication occurs
between slaves. The number of iterations assigned to a slave is a critical issue. Improper assignment will cause
bad system performance. A master/slave model is shown in Fig. 2.

Self-scheduling includes a large class of adaptive/dynamic centralized loop scheduling schemes. In a com-
mon self-scheduling scheme, p denotes the number of processors, N denotes total iterations, and f is a function
for producing chunk-sizes at each step. At the ith scheduling step, the master computes the chunk-size Ci and
the remaining number of tasks Ri, R0 = N, Ci = f(i,p), Ri = Ri � 1 � Ci, where f may have parameters other
than just i and p, such as Ri�1. The master assigns Ci tasks to an idle-slave and load imbalances are dependent
on the execution time gaps between tj, for j = 1, . . . ,p, as shown in [24].
Fig. 2. A master/slave model.
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Different ways of computing Ci have given rise to different scheduling schemes. The most notable ones are
as follows:

Pure self-scheduling (PSS): the easiest and most straightforward dynamic loop scheduling algorithm [24].
Whenever a processor is idle, iterations are assigned to it. This algorithm achieves good load balancing but
also induces excessive overhead [24].

Chunk self-scheduling (CSS): instead of assigning iterations to idle processors as in self-scheduling, CSS
assigns k iterations each time, where k, called the chunk size, is fixed and must be specified by either the pro-
grammer or by the compiler [20]. When the chunk size is 1, the scheme is purely self-scheduling, as discussed
above. When the chunk size is set to the boundary of the parallel loop equally divided by the number of pro-
cessors, a static scheduling scheme results. Large chunk sizes cause load imbalances, while small chunk sizes
are likely to produce excessive scheduling overhead. CSS(s) is used for various partitioning schemes. CSS(s) is
a modified version of CSS; s refers to chunk size.

Guided self-scheduling (GSS): This algorithm can dynamically change the numbers of iterations assigned to
idle processors [24]. More specifically, the next chunk size is determined by dividing the number of remaining
iterations of a parallel loop by the number of available processors. The property of decreasing chunk size
implies that an effort is made to achieve load balancing and to reduce the scheduling overhead. By assigning
large chunks at the beginning of a parallel loop, one can reduce the frequency of communication between mas-
ter and slaves. The small chunks at the end of a loop partition serve to balance the workload across all work-
ing processors.

Factoring self-scheduling (FSS): GSS may sometimes assign too much work to the first few processors such
that the remaining iterations are not time-consuming enough to balance the workload [16]. This situation
arises when initial iterations in a loop are much more time-consuming than the iterations that follow. The
FSS algorithm addresses this problem [16]. The assignment of loop iterations to working processors proceeds
in phases. During each phase, only a subset of remaining loops iterations (usually half) is equally divided
among available processors. Because FSS assigns a subset of the remaining iterations in each phase, it balances
workloads better than GSS when loop iteration computation times vary substantially. The synchronization
overhead of FSS is not significantly greater than that of GSS.

Trapezoid self-scheduling (TSS): This approach tries to reduce the need for synchronization while still
maintaining reasonable load balances [31]. TSS(Ns, Nf) assigns the first Ns iterations of a loop to the processor
starting the loop and the last Nf iterations to the processor performing the last fetch, where Ns and Nf are both
specified by either the programmer or parallelizing compiler. This algorithm allocates large chunks of itera-
tions to the first few processors and successively smaller chunks to the last few processors. Tzen and Ni pro-
posed TSS (N/2P, 1) as a general selection [31]. In this case, the first chunk is of size N/2p, and consecutive
chunks differ in size N/8p2 iterations. The size difference of successive chunks is always a constant in TSS,
whereas it is a decreasing function in GSS and in FSS.
2.2. Grid computing platforms

This description of Grid architecture identifies requirements for general classes of component [1,3,7–
11,13,14,17–19,21,22,25–27]. The result is an extensible, open architectural structure within which can be
placed solutions to key user requirements. The architecture is organized into component layers, as shown
below. Components within each layer share common characteristics but can build on capabilities and behav-
iors provided by any lower layer. The architectural description is high level and places few constraints on
design and implementation. The layered Grid architecture and its relationship to the Internet protocol archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 3.

The Grid fabric layer contains the resources that are to be shared. This could include computational power,
data storage, sensors etc. This sharing is controlled by Grid protocols but the resource could include local net-
works. In this case the local protocols take over at this point. The Grid system is just concerned with access
above this point.

The connectivity layer contains the communication and authentication protocols required for Grid-specific
network transactions. Communication protocols enable the exchange of data between different fabric layer



Fig. 3. The Grid architecture.
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resources. Authentication protocols build on communication services to provide secure mechanisms for ver-
ifying the identity of users and resources.

The resource layer uses the communication and security protocols of the connectivity layer to control the
secure negotiation, initiation, monitoring, control, accounting, and payment of sharing operations on individ-
ual resources. Resource layer protocols call fabric layer functions to access and control local resources.
Resource layer protocols are concerned entirely with individual resources.

While the resource layer is focused on interactions with a single resource, the collective layer contains pro-
tocols and services that are global in nature and capture interactions across collections of resources. Collective
components are so designed that they implement a wide variety of sharing behaviors without placing new
requirements on the fabric resources being shared such as: A directory service may allow users to query for
resources by name or by attributes such as type, availability, or load.

The final layer in the Grid architecture comprises the user applications. Applications are constructed in
terms of, and by calling upon, services defined at each layer in the Grid structure. At each layer well-defined
protocols provide access to some useful service: resource management, data access, resource discovery, and so
forth. At each layer protocols and services are used to perform desired actions.
2.2.1. Globus Toolkit

The Globus Project provides software tools that make it easier to build computational Grids and Grid-
based applications. These tools are collectively called The Globus Toolkit (http://www.globus.org/). We
adopted it as infrastructure for our Grid testbed. The toolkit includes software for security, information infra-
structure, resource management, data management, communication, fault detection, and portability.

The composition of the Globus Toolkit can be pictured as three pillars: Resource Management, Informa-
tion Services, and Data Management. Each pillar represents a primary component of the Globus Toolkit and
makes use of a common foundation of security. The Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) imple-
ments a resource management protocol, the Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) implements an infor-
mation services protocol, and GridFTP implements a data transfer protocol. They all use the GSI security
protocol at the connection layer.

http://www.globus.org/
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GRAM provides an API for submitting and canceling job requests, as well as checking the statuses of sub-
mitted jobs. The specifications are written by the Resource Specification Language (RSL), and processed by
GRAM as part of each job request.

MDS is the information services component of the Globus Toolkit and provides information about avail-
able resources on the Grid and their statuses. Via the default LDAP schema distributed with Globus, it gives
current information about the Globus gatekeeper including CPU type and number, real memory, virtual mem-
ory, file systems and networks.

GridFTP is a high-performance, secure, reliable data transfer protocol optimized for high-bandwidth wide-
area networks. GridFTP protocol is based on FTP, the highly popular Internet file transfer protocol.

2.2.2. MPICH-G2

MPI is a message-passing library standard that was published in May 1994. The ‘‘standard’’ of MPI is
based on the consensus of the participants in the MPI Forums [22], organized by over 40 organizations. Par-
ticipants include vendors, researchers, academics, software library developers and users. MPI offers portabil-
ity, standardization, performance and functionality [22].

MPICH-G2 [21,22] is a Grid-enabled implementation of the MPI v1.1 standard. That is, using services
from the Globus Toolkit� (e.g., job startup, security); MPICH-G2 allows you to couple multiple machines,
potentially of different architectures, to run MPI applications. MPICH-G2 automatically converts data in
messages sent between machines of different architectures and supports multi-protocol communication by
automatically selecting TCP for inter-machine messaging and (where available) vendor-supplied MPI for
intra-machine messaging. Existing parallel programs written for MPI can be executed over the Globus infra-
structure just after recompilation [22].

3. Methodology

3.1. Loop styles analysis and our previous work

For the programs with regular loops, intuitively, we may want to partition problem size according to
their CPU clock in heterogeneous environment. However, the CPU clock is not the only factor which
affects computer performance. Many other factors also have dramatic influences in this aspect, such as
the amount of memory available, the cost of memory accesses, and the communication medium between
processors, etc. [5]. Using this intuitive approach, the result will be degraded if the performance predic-
tion is inaccurate. A computer with largest inaccurate prediction will be the last one to finish the assigned
job.

Loops can be roughly divided into four kinds, as shown in Fig. 1: uniform workload, increasing workload,
decreasing workload, and random workload loops. They are the most common ones in programs, and should
cover most cases. These four kinds can be classified two types: regular and irregular. The first kind is regular
and the last three ones are irregular. Different loops may need to be handled in different ways in order to get
the best performance. Since workload is predictable in regular loops, it is not necessary to process load bal-
ancing at beginning.

We propose to partition problem size in two stages. At first stage, partition a% of total workload according
to their performance weighted by CPU clock. In the way, the communication between master and slaves can
be reduced efficiently. At second stage, partition following (100 � a)% of total workload according to known
self-scheduling scheme. In the way, load balancing can be archived. This approach can be suitable for all reg-
ular loops. An appropriate a value will lead to good performance.

In our previous work [32], we have proposed a a-based self-scheduling for parallel loop scheduling prob-
lem in cluster environments, The a% portion of the workload was performed according to their perfor-
mance weighed by CPU clock in the first phase, and the remaining (100 � a)% of the workload
according to known self-scheduling in the second phase. Experiments were performed on a PC-based clus-
ter with six computing nodes; the fastest computer was 7.5 times faster than the slowest one in CPU clock
rate. Various a values were applied to the matrix multiplication with the best performance coming when
a = 75. We also tested our schemes on two simulated increasing/decreasing workload loops and obtained
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performance improvement. Our approach was thus found to be suitable for all applications with regular
parallel loops. We then provided three improved self-scheduling schemes [32] using FSS, GSS, and TSS
with the a-based Self-Scheduling Scheme: ‘‘N_FSS,’’ ‘‘N_GSS,’’ and ‘‘N_TSS’’ (originally ‘‘FSS’’,
‘‘GSS’’, and ‘‘TSS’’); ‘‘N’’ signifying ‘‘new’’. Furthermore, dynamic load balancing approach should not
be aware of the run-time behavior of the applications before execution. But in GSS and TSS, to achieve
good performance, computer performance of each computer in the cluster has to be in order in extreme
heterogeneous environment, which is not very applicable. With our schemes, this trouble will not exist.
In the following example, the terminology ‘‘FSS-80’’ stand for ‘‘a = 80, and remainder iterations use
FSS to partition’’ and so on.

Example 1. Suppose that there is a cluster consisting of five slaves. Each of computing nodes has CPU clock
of 200 MHz, 200 MHz, 233 MHz, 533 MHz, and 1.5 GHz, respectively. Table 1 shows the different chunk
sizes for a problem with the number of iteration I = 2048 in this cluster. The number of scheduling steps is
parenthesized.
3.2. New version of our method

The a-based self-scheduling scheme gave us the inspiration for this paper. It permits users to choose par-
tition parameters a before execution of the initialization phase, but weaknesses remain. First, we noted that
the fixed and monotonous parameter a is not changeable in run-time scheduling. Second, a parameter decision
before run-time execution with machine information can affect scheduling results. Finally, if system architec-
ture configurations change unexpectedly, our previous a-based Self-Scheduling Scheme [32] cannot cope with
them. In this paper, we present some approaches to overcoming these weaknesses.

Hierarchical INTegration (HINT) [15] is a computer benchmarking tool developed at the Ames Laboratory
Scalable Computing Laboratory (SCL), funded by the Office of Scientific Computing, U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE). Unlike conventional benchmarks, HINT neither fixes the problem size nor the calculation
time. Instead, it uses a measure called QUIPS (QUality Improvement Per Second). Significant HINT charac-
teristics are listed as below:

• Problem size in HINT is scalable; not specific as in LINPACK or NPB2. Hence, it can analyze performance
issues on computing systems with different subsystem main memory sizes. It can also predict performance
for various problem sizes.

• HINT uses several data types (integer, floating point, short integer, etc.). Thus, it helps us to understand
variations in computer processing of different data types.

• It reveals many aspects of computer performance: operating speed, precision, memory bandwidth, and
usable memory size. It is completely unlike conventional computer benchmarks. HINT measures ‘‘QUIPS’’
(QUality Improvement Per Second) as a function of time. ‘‘Net QUIPS’’ is a single number that summa-
rizes QUIPS over time. The faster the computer, the greater the need for high precision, fast access and
large usable storage at all levels. Unlike conventional benchmarks, shortcomings in any of these are
reflected in the figure of merit (Net QUIPS).

As mentioned above, more and more computing systems today are composed of homogeneous and heter-
ogeneous workstation clusters in which the workstations may have similar or different CPU performance
capabilities, amounts of memory, cache sizes, I/O, etc. Before we submit tasks to computational resources,
we have to determine the differences between these systems in order to get better performance. Therefore,
we use HINT to collect system information that helps us develop decision policies for differentiating between
typical cluster system cases.

The HINT Performance Analyzer Tool assisted us in comparatively analyzing two cluster systems. We
must have a proper response and an appropriate self-scheduling scheme process for when system architectures
and loop styles are changeable. Parallel loop analysis is essential since parallel loops can be roughly divided
into the four types shown in Fig. 1. These are the most common parallel coding, and cover most parallel loop
cases.



Table 1
Sample partition size of Example 1 by using our previous work

GSS 410, 328, 262, 210, 168, 134, 108, 86, 69, 55, 44, 35, 28, 23, 18, 14, 12, 9, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 (N = 30)
GSS-80 923, 328, 144, 123, 121, 82, 66, 53, 42, 34, 27, 21, 17, 14, 11, 9, 7, 6, 4, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (N = 28)
FSS 205, 205, 205, 205, 205, 103, 103, 103, 103, 103, 51, 51, 51, 51, 51, 26, 26, 26, 26, 26, 13, 13, 13, 13, 13, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6,

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1 (N = 43)
FSS-80 923, 328, 144, 123, 121, 41, 41, 41, 41, 41, 21, 21, 21, 21, 21, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

1, 1, 1, 1 (N = 39)
TSS 204, 194, 184, 174, 164, 154, 144, 134, 124, 114, 104, 94, 84, 74, 64, 38 (N = 16)
TSS-80 923, 328, 144, 123, 121, 40, 38, 36, 34, 32, 30, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 1 (N = 23)
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We developed a new method incorporating dynamic parameterization and systematic adjustment for the
new improved algorithm version. For convenience, the new improved algorithms were named A_N_FSS,
A_N_GSS, and, A_N_TSS, where A means ‘‘Adjustment’’. System definition is the first step in our approach.
The HINT Performance Analyzer [2] is given for helping us to distinguish whether the target system is rela-
tively homogeneous or relatively heterogeneous. We gather CPU performance capabilities, amounts of mem-
ory, cache sizes, and basic system performance by HINT. An optimal ‘‘alpha’’ value with running the HINT
benchmark can be specified when system architecture has changed at each time. Users first know which
resources are available just before their application run by using ‘‘Monitoring and Information Services’’
of our Grid resource broker in Grid environment, which is described at the end in Section 4.2.1. Therefore,
they are easy to specify the alpha value every execution time. This cost may not affect on their total execution
time and the experimental results in the paper do not count the cost. An updatable library, called System
Information Array (SIA), is build to record the collection of the information. Define the two Cluster System
Typical Cases as follows:

Gather CPU information, P1, P2, . . ., and Pn,
Assume P1 is the node that has the worst performance (working ability) of all.
Say, Pn = rnP1.
Partition a% of workload according to their performance weighted by CPU clock and the rest (100 � a)%

of workload according to known self-scheduling scheme, such as FSS, GSS, or TSS.

(1) Define Heterogeneous ratio (HR), HR ¼ P 1

P n
� MinQUIPS

MaxQUIPS
� 1

rn < a0=100, where a 0 is the temporary value of
a.

(2) Case 1: If a 0 < HR, then we say the target system is relatively heterogeneous case.
Case 2: If a 0 > HR, then we say the target system is relatively homogeneous case.

(3) If the target system is relatively heterogeneous system, we start the a-based self-scheduling scheme with
a = a 0%.

If the target system is relatively homogeneous, then we run the HINT benchmark to build (and update) the
SIA, and start the a-based self-scheduling scheme with a = 100%.

The alpha value is pre-computed before each execution. However, it is not necessary to re-compute the
alpha value every time. Only when the system configuration is modified, the re-computation of the alpha value
is needed. Also, the alpha value depends on system configuration, and in this paper, the same alpha value is
used for different applications. In this work, the execution time does not include the execution time of HINT.

There is still a point for attention: not always update the SIA before each time of job submission, only when
the system has one or more new nodes added, SIA-update will be needed and a will be properly adjusted. Par-
tial program source code is shown below:

void master(int num_procs)
{
float *a, *buf;

int i, j, rowc, r, source, tag, count, r1, r2, resource;

MPI_Status status;

min_CPU = quips[0];
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max_CPU = quips[0];
for (i = 0 ; i < num_procs � 1 ; i++)

{
if(quips[i] > max_CPU)

max_CPU = quips[i];

if(quips[i] < min_CPU)
min_CPU = quips[i];

}
prs = min_CPU / max_CPU;
/* get every trunk size */

ptrfirst = (struct ss *)NULL;

r1 = (SIZE*prs)/100;

r2 = SIZE � r1;

In the above code, ‘‘ptrfrist = (strcuct ss *)NULL’’ is for linked list initialization. The variable r1 stores
the workload size to be dispatched according to performance ratio of nodes. The variable r2 stores the
value of remaining workload. We implemented dynamic adjustment of scheduling parameters to fit multi-
form system architectures, and message-passing interface (MPI) directives for parallelizing code segments to
be executed by multiple CPUs. We chose MPI for our programming environment since MPI is more suited
to cluster computing than other programming environments such as the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM)
[12] and the Meta-System Approach [13]. In the MPI programming environment, we write just one pro-
gram for both master and slave nodes. Thus, MPI code is easy to use and maintain. The Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM) requires the development of two individual program modules, one for the master node and
the other for the slave nodes, which makes it inefficient and hard to maintain. Our scheduling codes must
be easy to insert into the target source code in the region where the loop parts may be parallelized as much
as possible.

4. Experimental environments and results

4.1. Previous experimental results

We use matrix multiplication as example. The matrix operation derives a resultant matrix by multiplying
two input matrices, X and Y, where matrix X is a matrix of n rows by p columns and matrix Y is of p rows by m

columns. The resultant matrix Z is of n rows by m columns. Serial execution of this operation is quite straight-
forward, as shown below.

for (k=0;k < M;k++)
for (i=0;i < N;i++) {
Z[i][k] = 0.0;

for (j = 0;j < P;j++)
Z[i][k]+ = X[i][j]*Y[j][k];}

This algorithm requires n3 multiplications and n3 additions, leading to a sequential time complexity of
O(n3).

The first test environment, described in Table 2, we build two clusters to form a multiple cluster environ-
ment. Each cluster has two slave nodes and one master node. Each nodes are interconnected through 3COM
3C9051 10/100 Fast Ethernet Card to Accton CheetahSwitch AC-EX3016B Switch HUB; each master node is
running SGE QMaster daemon and SGE execute daemon to running, manage and monitor incoming job and
Globus Toolkit v3.0.2. Each slave node is running SGE execute daemon to execute income job only.

The experiment consists of three scenarios: single Personal Computer, Cluster environment and Grid envi-
ronment. At first step, we run a MPI program on a PC or SMP system to evaluate the system performance.
Second step, we connect three Personal Computers together to form a cluster computing environment (our



Table 2
Hardware configuration

Cluster 1

Hostname Grid Grid1* Grid2

FQDN grid.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw grid1.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw grid2.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw
IP 140.128.101.172 140.128.101.173 140.128.101.174
CPU Intel Pentium 3 –1 GHz · 2 Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz Intel Celeron 300 MHz
RAM 512 MB SDRAM 512 MB DDR RAM 256 MB SDRAM

Cluster 2

Hostname Grid3* Grid4 Grid5

FQDN grid3.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw grid4.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw grid5.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw
IP 140.128.102.187 140.128.102.188 140.128.102.189
CPU Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz Intel Pentium 3 – 866 MHz · 2 Intel Pentium 3 – 366 MHz
RAM 256 MB DDR RAM 512 MB DDR RAM 256 MB SDRAM

* Stand for Master node of the cluster, the others is slave node.
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testbed consists of Cluster 1 and Cluster 2). Then, we rerun the same MPI program to evaluate the system
performance. Third step, through the WAN connection, we connect the Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 together to
form a Grid computing environment. Finally, we rerun the same MPI program to evaluate the system
performance.

For a start, we propose an experiment to compare the performance of cluster computing and Grid comput-
ing (see Fig. 4 and Table 3). And then we give the second experimental result on Grid computing environment
about the three self-scheduling schemes based on our a-based self-scheduling approach above (see Fig. 5 and
Table 4). In this figure, ‘‘N’’FSS means the FSS self-scheduling scheme based on our a-based self-scheduling
approach.

4.2. Experimental results for regular and simulated irregular workload

4.2.1. System hardware and software of Grid

We build three clusters to form a multiple cluster environment. Each master node is running SGE Master
Daemon and SGE execute daemon to running, manage and monitor incoming job and Globus Toolkit v3.0.2.
Each slave node is running SGE execute daemon to execute income job only. Our Grid architecture is imple-
mented on top of Globus Toolkit, name Grid-cluster. The operating system is RedHat Linux release 9. Par-
allel application we use MPICH-G2 v1.2.5 for message passing. It is built three PC clusters to form a
computational Grid environment (Figs. 6–8). Software specification and hardware specification of our testbed
environment are described in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Execution time of 1024 · 1024 matrix multiplication on different platform.



Table 3
Execution time (sec) of matrix multiplication with matrix size 1024 · 1024

a-based scheme 0% 60% 70% 75% 80% 90%

Cluster 1 100.312 90.887 90.214 90.213 90.164 100.419
Cluster 2 100.357 100.954 90.092 89.922 99.040 100.630
Grid 66.177 65.912 61.616 61.454 62.433 70.142
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Fig. 5. Execution time of 2048 · 2048 matrix multiplication on Grid computing environment.

Table 4
Execution time (s) of matrix multiplication with size 2048 · 2048 on Grid environment

a-based scheme 0% 60% 70% 75% 80% 90%

FSS 275.622 275.898 281.222 282.091 271.182 272.567
TSS 325.498 286.093 290.645 282.401 285.064 282.134
GSS 370.199 310.193 274.505 282.875 283.216 283.598
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• Alpha site: Four PCs and each with dual Athlon MP 2000 MHz processor, 512 MB DDRAM and Intel
PRO100 VE interface.

• Beta site: Four PCs and each with single Celeron 1700 processor, 256 MB DDRAM, and 3Com 3c9051
interface.

• Gamma site: Four PCs with and each with dual Pentium III 866 MHz processors, 512 MB SDRAM and
3Com 3c9051 interface.

Sites 1–3 are located at different department and lab in Tunghai University, Taiwan. We use general appli-
cations to benchmark network traffic from Sites 1–3. Among the group of sites (1, 2, and 3), the average net-
work latency is 3 ms and the maximum transfer speed is 7600 Kbytes.

In the previous work [37], we implemented a computational Grid resource broker which is used to discover
and evaluate Grid resources, and make informed job submission decisions by matching requirements of a job
with an appropriate Grid resource to meet user and deadline requirements. Users could easily make use of our
resource broker through a common Grid portal [37]. The primary task of Resource Broker is to compare
requests of users and resource information provided by Information Service. The primary purpose of Infor-
mation Service is to collect related resource information (processors, memory, disk, and network bandwidth)
of all machines in the Grid and provide the analyzed information. The goal of Monitoring Service is to acquire
the information maintained by Information Service, and present it in graphical form. When users want an
optimal ‘‘alpha’’ value with running the HINT benchmark, they first know which resources are available just
before their application run by using this monitoring and information services of Grid environment. There-



Fig. 6. Our THU Grid testbed consists of three PC clusters.

Fig. 7. THU Grid static summary monitoring.
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fore, users are easy to specify the alpha value every execution time. This cost may not affect on their total exe-
cution time and the experimental results in the paper do not count the cost. The tasks and relations of these
components are described as follows. Fig. 9 shows the system stack of Monitoring and Information Services.



Fig. 8. THU Grid summary view.

Table 5
Software configuration

OS and software configuration

Linux Redhat 9.0
Globus Toolkit 3.0.2
Sun Grid Engine 5.3
MPICH 1.2.5 and MPICH-G2

Table 6
Hardware configuration

Alpha

Alpha1a Alpha2 Alpha3 Alpha4

alpha1.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw alpha2.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw alpha3.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw alpha4.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw
AMD MP-2000 · 2 AMD MP-2000 · 2 AMD MP-2000 · 2 AMD MP-2000 · 2
512 MB DDR RAM 512 MB DDR RAM 512 MB DDR RAM 512 MB DDR RAM

Gamma

Gamma1a Gamma2 Gamma3 Gamma4

gamma1.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw gamma2.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw gamma3.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw gamma4.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw
Intel Pentium 3 – 866 MHz · 2 Intel Pentium 3 – 866 MHz · 2 Intel Pentium 3 – 866 MHz · 2 Intel Pentium 3 – 866 MHz · 2
512 MB SDRAM 512 MB SDRAM 512 MB SDRAM 512 MB SDRAM

Beta

Beta1a Beta2 Beta3 Beta4

beta1.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw beta2.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw beta3.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw beta4.hpc.csie.thu.edu.tw
Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz Intel Celeron 1.7 GHz
256 MB DDR RAM 256 MB DDR RAM 256 MB DDR RAM 256 MB DDR RAM

a Stand for Master node of the cluster.
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We integrate four important components into this system: (1) JRobin [38], (2) Tomcat server [39], (3) Ganglia
[40], and (4) Network Weather Service [41]. Also, we build friendly GUI interface for inexperienced users, no
matter if they know what computational Grid is.

4.2.2. Regular workload/uniform workload

The experiment in this section consists of three different scenarios: (1) Differences performance presentation
of scheduling schemes in uniform workload. (2) Different gird environment and (3) matrix multiplication with
different matrix sizes. At first step, we run a MPI program on different Grid system to evaluate the system
performance. Second step, we connect these Grid systems together to form a Grid environment (in our testbed
is Grid Alpha, Beta and Gamma). Then, running the same MPI program to evaluate the system performance.
Third step, through the different system topologies, we connect the system characteristics together for a per-
formance analysis. Finally, we run the same MPI program to evaluate the system performance of different sys-
tem architectures.

Figs. 6–8 note that our approach connects these Grid systems together to form a Grid environment (In
our testbed is Grid Alpha, Beta and Gamma) Then, running the same MPI program to evaluate the
system performance and implements FSS, GSS, and TSS group approach. Our new scheme can guarantee
whether what kind of parallel loop scheduling situation happen, they can be properly well-arranged in our
approach and achieved better performance than other scheme developed before, all of the performance
analysis are presented in Figs. 10–12, respectively. In previous methods, N_FSS, N_TSS, and N_GSS
get worse performance than new scheme with dynamic parameterization and systematic adjustment
automatically.

4.2.3. Irregular workload

The experiment in this subsection consists of three scenarios: differences performance presentation of sched-
uling schemes in (1) Increasing workload. (2) Decreasing workload and (3) Random workload. Figs. 13–15
show the performance in different combinations of Grid system, called a, b, and c, implementing the irregular
workload situations with FSS, GSS, and TSS group approach comparison. Finally, we examine the perfor-
mance of different Grid system (in our testbed is Grid Alpha, Beta and Gamma), the result is shown as
Fig. 16. The results of these figures show that, by gradually increasing processors, the time consumed drops
significantly.

Therefore, using our new approach in 1024 · 1024 matrix multiplication of simulated increasing workload
loop will reduce 11.3%, 19.9% and 30.9% execution time less than N_FSS, N_GSS and N_TSS, respectively;
and reduce 29.2%, and 18.6% execution time less than N_FSS and N_TSS respectively in 1024 · 1024 matrix
multiplication of simulated decreasing workload loop. In 1024 · 1024 matrix multiplication of simulated ran-
dom workload loop, our approach will reduce 18.8% and 16.6% execution time less than N_FSS and N_TSS,
respectively.
Fig. 9. Software stack of Monitoring and Information Services.
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Fig. 10. Execution time chart of different sizes of matrix multiplication using Grid a + b + c.
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Fig. 11. Execution time chart of different sizes of matrix multiplication using Grid b + c.
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4.3. Experimental results for real irregular workload: the Mandelbrot set

The Mandelbrot set is a problem involving the same computation on different data points which have dif-
ferent convergence rates. The Mandelbrot set, named after Benoit Mandelbrot, is a fractal. Fractals are
objects that display self-similarity at various scales. Magnifying a fractal reveals small-scale details similar
to the large-scale characteristics. Although the Mandelbrot set is self-similar at magnified scales, the small-
scale details are not identical to the whole. In fact, the Mandelbrot set is infinitely complex. Yet the process
of generating it is based on an extremely simple equation involving complex numbers. Therefore, it is an
appropriate example for applications with irregular workload.

We have configured two scenarios from this testbed to show the performance of our approach. The exper-
imental results indicate that our approach can automatically adjust the alpha parameter according to the
heterogeneity of the Grid configuration. In this experiment, the Mandelbrot set is computed on [0.5,�1.8]
to [1.2,�1.2] using a 800 · 800 pixel window size.
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4.3.1. System configuration of Grid

To conduct the experiments in this section, we have integrated six cluster sites to form a Grid testbed. Our
Grid architecture is implemented on top of Globus Toolkit, name Grid-cluster. The operating system is Red-
Hat Linux release 9. In parallel applications, we use MPICH-G2 v1.2.5 for message passing.

• Alpha site: Four PCs and each with dual Athlon MP 2000 MHz processor, 512 MB DDRAM and Intel
PRO100 VE interface.

• Gamma site: Four PCs with and each with dual Pentium III 866 MHz processors, 256 MB SDRAM and
3Com 3c9051 interface.

• PU site: Four PCs and each with single Athlon XP 2400+ processor, 1 GB DDRAM and Intel PRO100 VE
interface.

• HIT site: Four PCs and each with single Intel Pentium 4 2.80 GHz processor with HT (Hyper Threading),
512 MB DDRAM and Intel PRO100 VE interface.

• LZ site: Four PCs and each with single Intel Pentium III 866 MHz processor, 256 MB SDRAM and Intel
PRO100 VE interface.
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• TC site: Two PCs and each with single Intel Pentium 4 1.80 GHz processor, 128 MB DDRAM and Intel
PRO100 VE interface.

The Alpha site and the Gamma site are located at different departments in Tunghai University, Taiwan.
The other sites are located in Providence University, Hsiuping Institute of Technology, Lizen High School
and National Dali Senior High School, respectively.

4.3.2. Scenario one: a configuration consisting of six sites

In this scenario, we use 21 nodes of the six sites to run the Mandelbrot set computation. First, we execute
previous self-scheduling schemes with different alpha parameters, from 0 to 100, to find the possibly optimal
alpha value for previous self-scheduling schemes. As Fig. 17 shows, the three schemes get better performance
when the alpha parameter is set to the range of [40,50].

In our scheme, the alpha value is computed automatically according to the heterogeneity of computing
environment. In this scenario, our scheme automatically sets the alpha parameter to 31, and this setting pro-
duces rather good performance compared with previous schemes. As shown in Fig. 18, when inappropriate
alpha values are adopted by previous schemes, the performance might degrade dramatically. The top value
of the white part means the max processing time with an inappropriate alpha setting, and the top value of
the dark part means the max processing time of the proposed approach.

4.3.3. Scenario two: a configuration consisting of three sites
In this scenario, we use 12 nodes of the first three sites to run the Mandelbrot set computation. Also, we

execute previous self-scheduling schemes with different alpha parameters, from 0 to 100, to find the possibly
optimal alpha value for previous schemes. As Fig. 19 shows, the three schemes get better performance when
the alpha parameter is less than 60.
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Fig. 17. Execution time chart of previous self-scheduling approach for scenario one.
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Fig. 19. Execution time chart of previous self-scheduling approach for scenario two.
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In our scheme, the alpha value is computed automatically according to the heterogeneity of computing
environment. In this scenario, our scheme automatically sets the alpha parameter to 59, and this setting pro-
duces rather good performance compared with previous schemes. As shown in Fig. 20, when inappropriate
alpha values are adopted by previous schemes, the performance might degrade seriously. The experimental
results indicate that the proposed approach can automatically adjust the alpha parameter according to the
heterogeneity of the Grid configuration. However, the performance of previous schemes depends on a good
choice of the alpha parameter. In our other paper [36], experimental results show that the proposed approach
is more efficient than previous schemes. In addition, as the number of nodes increases, the proposed approach
is still effective.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of a complete parallel loop self-scheduling soft-
ware system. The system, which covers the four types of parallel loop shown as Fig. 1, can appropriately
arrange scheduling and achieve better performance than previously developed schemes. We revised known
loop self-scheduling schemes to fit in both PC-based cluster environments and Grid computing environments
whether loop types are regular or irregular.

After enough feedback information has been discovered, collected, and analyzed, performance will improve
each time feedback information is collected. To date, we have combined the HINT Performance Analyzer
Tool, our new a self-scheduling scheme, and dynamic adjustment of scheduling parameters in a complete
newly developed approach. The goal of achieving good performance on parallel loop self-scheduling using
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our approach is convenience and practicality. Our future work will focus on finding an appropriate method
for investigating performance trends after new computing nodes have been added, and an improved way to
adjust the value of a.
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